I Was A Pleiadian

A true story, my guru gets me to investigate my previous lives, my after lives, my purpose,
and the consciousness behind my thoughts. All the answers are strange. My previous lives
form the meat of the book. They start 300,000 years ago and I am coming to the Earth on a
spaceship from the Pleiades Star Cluster and I am tall and blue. I freak out and write a book
about the experiences. Love Russell
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I Was A Pleiadian. 79 likes. This is an open forum page featuring the book, I Was A Pleiadian,
allowing tall blue aliens and all alike to discuss the. Pleiadians, also known as Nordic aliens or
Plejaren are humanoid aliens that come from the stellar systems surrounding the Pleiades
stars,Â Characteristics - Origins - Notable characters. Yes. Now I know it might not initially
make sense that beings from a star cluster of young, hot, blue stars would be able to visit our
planet, but the truth seems to. In I had my first experience connecting communication with the
Pleiadians. It sounds extraordinary, I know, but this is exactly how it happened. I was out.
Posts about pleiadians written by highelvenwisdomandlove. 18 Dec - 29 min - Uploaded by
OOWK MEDIA Website - torispelling.com Patreon - torispelling.com?u= The Pleiadians are
considered our nearest brothers due to the fact that, as mentioned earlier, the race became
divided within the Lyra civilizations following .
The Pleiadians were tasked to share their DNA (through the ether via light vibration) and to
ground higher consciousness here. It was far from. A step-by-step tour through our spiritual
home in the Pleiades â€¢ Recounts the author's spiritual trials to reach the highest levels of her
soul's celestial mansion.
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Finally i give this I Was A Pleiadian file. so much thank you to Brayden Yenter that give me
thisthe file download of I Was A Pleiadian for free. I know many person find a book, so we
would like to giftaway to every readers of our site. If you like original version of this pdf, you
should buy a original version at book store, but if you want a preview, this is a site you find.
Happy download I Was A Pleiadian for free!
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